Sit down, sister!

Josly

Soprano

Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I

Altos

Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I

Tenor

Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I

Basses

Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I

Can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! 'Cause I just got to heaven going to

Can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! 'Cause I just got to heaven going to

Can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! 'Cause I just got to heaven going to

Can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! 'Cause I just got to heaven going to

Can't sit down! Oh, won't you sit down? Lord, I can't sit down! 'Cause I just got to heaven going to

Fine

Look a-round, Who's that yonder dressed in red? Must be the children that Moses led. Who's that yonder
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Look a-round, Who's that yonder dressed in red? Must be the children that Moses led. Who's that yonder

D.C. al Fine

Dressed in white? Must be the children of the Israelite.

Dressed in white? Must be the children of the Israelite.

Dressed in white? Must be the children of the Israelite.

Dressed in white? Must be the children of the Israelite.